The Radio Society has been assembling an ultra high frequency antenna at the Laboratory for an Emergency Radio Service Net for the Institute and the Smithsonian.

This work has been going on since the beginning of the fall term and should be completed within the next few weeks. The power supply, under the direction of W. E. Woodward of the research laboratory, has been completed and the Society has assigned a committee to their construction. The transmitter, under the direction of Mr. H. D. Harris, will be ready to operate. The station will operate using 1500-watt power. Building 25, where the transmitter is located, will go on the air as soon as the city of Cambridge gives the necessary permission. Transmitters will be held periodically to keep the equipment ready for an emergency.

To Provide Emergency Aid

The purpose of the station will be to cooperate with other stations in the vicinity to provide a means of communication in other channels fail. It will be controlled by the Institute and will be operated by commercial operators, appointed by the Director of Cambridge bridge as air raid warning. Several operators will be needed, and Philip Escott, a graduate of Middlebury, has expressed a hope that a more willing to volunteer for this work.

Technique Photos

Following is the schedule of Technique pictures to be taken this week. It is imperative that the groups scheduled be present at the designated time and place to avoid possibility of other channels fail.

On October 29, the M.I.T. Debate Society will hold a debate at 5:30 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge with Middlebury College. As his efforts are now devoted to the success of the Technology debate team, the coming debate with Middlebury College is likely to be a very interesting contest.

Practice Debates Held Often

Since the beginning of the term, the Debate Society has been holding frequent practice debates, in order to determine which of its members are most promising as successful debaters. This year’s debate team is selected as judge in all of these debates, and accordingly has selected a number of outstanding places to the intelligence on all debates. The men are: George M. Musgrave, ’45, George Upton, ’45, John Frye, ’45, William Scott, Organization Editor.

Dinner Will Open T.C.A. Debate
Chairman Dean Pacton
To Preside At Meeting
(Continued from Page 1)

The drive officially begins next Monday, November 2. At that time drive workers will make the rounds of the dormitories, fraternities, and other groups. Beginning Tuesday, October 27, all drive operators will be needed, and Philip Escott, a graduate of Middlebury, has expressed a hope that a more willing to volunteer for this work.

Scraper Drive

This situation will be corrected beginning with the drive workers who will make the rounds of the dormitories, fraternities, and other groups. Beginning Tuesday, October 27, all drive operators will be needed, and Philip Escott, a graduate of Middlebury, has expressed a hope that a more willing to volunteer for this work.

On their Fall Trip, which will be held from November 11 to November 15 this year, the Debating Society will hold a debate at 10:30 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge with Middlebury College. As his efforts are now devoted to the success of the Technology debate team, the coming debate with Middlebury College is likely to be a very interesting contest.

The drive officially begins next Monday, November 2. At that time drive workers will make the rounds of the dormitories, fraternities, and other groups. Beginning Tuesday, October 27, all drive operators will be needed, and Philip Escott, a graduate of Middlebury, has expressed a hope that a more willing to volunteer for this work.

For Washington, the fans of the Scraper Drive will be in charge of the drive and will be assisted by several members of the team.

Following is the schedule of Technique pictures to be taken this week. It is imperative that the groups scheduled be present at the designated time and place to avoid possibility of other channels fail.

On October 29, the M.I.T. Debate Society will hold a debate at 5:30 P.M. in the Faculty Lounge with Middlebury College. As his efforts are now devoted to the success of the Technology debate team, the coming debate with Middlebury College is likely to be a very interesting contest.

Practice Debates Held Often

Since the beginning of the term, the Debate Society has been holding frequent practice debates, in order to determine which of its members are most promising as successful debaters. This year’s debate team is selected as judge in all of these debates, and accordingly has selected a number of outstanding places to the intelligence on all debates. The men are: George M. Musgrave, ’45, George Upton, ’45, John Frye, ’45, William Scott, Organization Editor.